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Bring down those dark curtains and shades from the window, pull out bright and warm coloured
sheets from your cupboard and re-do your house completely as a tribute to the season of warmth
and happiness.

For your living room: change the cushion covers and linens. Bring in some stylish furniture that are
sleek and occupy less space. Now is the time to host parties and for that you will need more space
for activity in the living room.

We suggest you go for designer chairs and counter tops using vibrant laminate. You can avail the
dual advantage of comfort and style if you use laminate for your living room furniture given the
variety of colour, texture and design options available.

For your dining room: when was the last time your entire family bonded over a meal? If you canâ€™t
remember when, then now is the time. Pick-up the phone and call everyone over for a family dinner.
To make the evening even better, redo your dining space with decorative laminates making it
classier.

Go for laminate countertops for the corner of your dining room. You can make use of laminate
countertops to rest coffee table books, designer columns and antique decorative pieces. All these
will take your dining room decor to the next level.

For your bathroom: a stylish living room, a classy dining space and a shabby bathroom? Of course
not! Your bathroom needs equal attention. Wipe your bathroom floor dry and clean the mirrors. Do
not forget the bottle of room freshener for the bathroom. It is most necessary.

If you are ready to spend a little extra, then we recommend you try using water resistant laminate
countertops for the basin space. Counter tops will provide your bathroom the vibrant feel alongside
great shine and look. 

For your bedroom: after the hustle and bustle of the day, it is time to unwind and relax. At this time,
nothing works better than a cozy bedroom with a comfortable bed. Try to accessorize your bedroom
with all the things you love, like your favourite painting, aromatic candles, and a small bookshelf in
the corner. Do not forget the comfortable headboard for your bed so that your can comfortably
recline while reading your favourite book.

These are few simple ways through which you can give your house a welcome look for the coming
season. If you want specific decor related information, write back to us here.
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam offers exquisite a laminate a counter tops solutions to help you design your work space in
a way that is not just aesthetically appealing but also is highly nature friendly. Visit us online and get
information about eco-friendly walnut a laminate countertops and veneers for your space.
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